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ABSTRACT

Background This study examines the effect of progressive increases in footwear minimalism on injury incidence and pain perception in recreational runners.

Methods One hundred and three runners with neutral or mild pronation were randomly assigned a neutral (Nike Pegasus 28), partial minimalist (Nike Free 3.0 V2) or full minimalist shoe (Vibram 5-Finger Bikila). Runners underwent baseline testing to record training and injury history, as well as selected anthropometric measurements, before starting a 12-week training programme in preparation for a 10 km event. Outcome measures included number of injury events, Foot and Ankle Disability (FADI) scores and visual analogue scale pain rating scales for regional and overall pain with running.

Results 99 runners were included in final analysis with 23 injuries reported; the neutral shoe reporting the fewest injuries (4) and the partial minimalist shoe (12) the most. The partial minimalist shoe reported a significantly higher rate of injury incidence throughout the 12-week period. Runners in the full minimalist group reported greater shin and calf pain.

Conclusions Running in minimalist footwear appears to increase the likelihood of experiencing an injury, with full minimalist designs specifically increasing pain at the shin and calf. Clinicians should exercise caution when recommending minimalist footwear to runners otherwise new to this footwear category who are preparing for a 10 km event.

INTRODUCTION

In recent years, the running footwear industry has undergone a transformation based in part on the theoretical advantages of barefoot or minimalist running. These advantages have been outlined in evolutionary terms as incorporating design aspects which aim to reduce mechanical and/or sensory interference between the shoe and foot. In manufacturing terms running shoe minimalism is achieved by a reduction in one or more of the following: midsole thickness, forefoot to heel elevation, heel counter stiffness and midsole stability elements. Conventionally, running shoes have a stack-height (thickness of material between the ground and foot including outsole, midsole and insole) of greater than 30 mm with a 10–12 mm elevated heel. Minimalist footwear as a category has varied design characteristics in terms of sole construction, but will be defined for the purpose of this study as a footwear model having less than 30 mm of rearfoot stack-height combined with a heel lift of less than 10 mm.

Two models of minimalist running footwear have been investigated previously, Nike’s Free V5.0 and Vibram’s 5-Finger Bikila. These respective footwear models have demonstrated significant changes in muscle physiology and stride dynamics that may result in reductions to a runner’s risk of injury. Despite the plausible assertion that wearing certain models of minimalist footwear may be protective for injury in certain individuals, no epidemiological investigation has investigated how minimalism in footwear might translate into changes in injury risk in any running population. The objective of the present study; therefore, was to prospectively determine the effect of two different minimalist footwear models, and one conventional model, on injury incidence and pain in a population of recreational runners. Based on prior biomechanical investigations with the use of selected minimalist footwear models the following hypotheses are formulated: (1) Increasing footwear minimalism will modify injury risk and (2) Increasing footwear minimalism will also modify overall self-reported pain and functional disability.

Methodology

Participants

A prospective randomised clinical trial (Registry ClinicalTrials.gov: NCT01334346) was conducted in Vancouver, Canada, on the clinical effects of three different running footwear models. The intervention investigated was increasing degree of footfall minimalism, specifically decreasing mid-sole thickness, decreasing heel height and reduced stiffness of the mid-sole underneath the forefoot. The control group in this study included individuals receiving a conventional neutral supportive running shoe (see online supplementary table S1). Ethical approval for this study was obtained from the Clinical Research Ethics Board at the University of British Columbia and all participants were given full informed consent before taking part.
Participants were recruited primarily through a newspaper advertisement and word of mouth. Participants recruited were adults (men and women) between the ages of 19 and 50 who have a minimum of 5 years’ running experience, been running on a regular basis (minimum once per week) over the past 6 months, were able to run for 60 min continuously and could tolerate 20–40 km/week training programme, and had no running-related injury requiring a stoppage of training for 2 weeks or more in the past 6 months. Individuals were excluded if they had a history of surgery to their plantar fascia or Achilles tendon, had a diagnosis of osteoarthritis or other degenerative musculoskeletal disorder affecting the lower extremity or are currently taking analgesic medication. Individuals who already use minimalist running footwear were also excluded.

Baseline assessment
During the baseline assessment, a detailed training and injury history was taken which included information on running experience, previous 10 km, half-marathon and marathon best finishing time (if available), overall number and type of general musculoskeletal and/or running injuries and previous running shoe make and model. Each participant’s foot posture index (FPI) was documented and only individuals with feet categorised as ‘neutral’, ‘supinated’ or ‘pronated’ according to the guidelines by Redmond et al.11 14 were included in this study; foot postures at the extremes listed as ‘highly pronated’ or ‘highly supinated’ were excluded. The FPI has undergone clinometric validation and reliability testing, and has been incorporated in several clinical investigations.15 16 The following anthropometric and alignment variables were recorded to test homogeneity between groups of potential confounders based on existing direct or indirect evidence provided in the literature: height, weight, BMI, passive Hallux dorsiflexion range of motion (ROM), quadriceps or (Q) angle and knee alignment. Hallux ROM was assessed non-weightbearing using a hand-held goniometer measuring the angle from the line joining the centre of the first metatarsophalangeal (MTP) joint to the centre of the distal first phalanx to the line joining the centre of the first MTP joint to the centre of the calcaneus when the Hallux was passively dorsiflexed to endpoint.17 Q-angle was measured with the participant lying supine and reporting the angle formed from the line joining the anterior superior iliac spine (ASIS) to the centre of the patella to the line joining the centre of the patella to the centre of the tibial tuberosity.18 Knee alignment was assessed with the participant standing with their lower limbs together, then using a tape to measure the distance between the medial malleoli in a valgus alignment or the distance between the medial femoral epicondyles in a varus alignment.19 All assessments were performed by the same observer (MR) with over 10 years’ experience in anthropometric and gait assessments. For concealed group allocation, participants were then randomly assigned by a different author (ME) (via a computer-generated block randomisation scheme—block size 8) to one of the three footwear conditions: neutral footwear (Nike Pegasus), partial-minimalist footwear (Nike Free 3.0 V2) or full-minimalist footwear (Vibram 5-Finger Bikila).

Training programme
Following a 1-week break-in period to their assigned footwear, participants began a 12-week run training programme developed by the authors targeting a 10 km run held in Vancouver, British Columbia in November, 2011. The programme followed a gradual increase in total running minutes from 160 min the first week to a peak of 215 min in week 10 before a 2-week taper. Participants did not always run in their assigned footwear, rather had a gradual increase in exposure as a percentage of their total weekly running time starting at 10 min (19% of volume) in week 1 to 115 min (58%) in week 12. If a participant felt that repeated use of a shoe was significantly contributing to pain anywhere in the lower extremity, they were given the option of withdrawing from the study.

The programme incorporated three to four run workouts a week, with a longer group run on the weekend and interval training during the middle of the week. The 2–3-workday workouts were based on time, while the long run on the weekend was based on distance, in order to accommodate different training paces but ensuring adequate preparation for the 10 km event. The group run was implemented to provide the participants with a positive training environment, and an opportunity to ask questions on their training or other aspects of running in order to optimise compliance. The distance covered during any workout would vary depending on running pace, but it was estimated that the weekly volume started at approximately 15 km and increased to 30–40 km at the peak of the programme. There was one lower volume week (week 5) that assigned 60% of the previous weeks’ run volume.

Outcome measures
Outcome variables of interest in this study included: (1) number of injury events defined as three consecutive missed run workouts secondary to running-related pain; (2) the FADI; (3) overall 100 mm visual analogue scale (VAS) items for pain associated with running; (4) and anatomical location specific 100 mm VAS pain associated with running at the foot, lower leg, knee, groin/pelvis and lower back. Outcome variables were assessed at baseline, at the 2-week, 4-week and 8-week point and for the primary comparison at the conclusion of the running programme at week 12. Compliance was monitored with a weekly online survey.

Analysis
All data were entered into a personal computer and analysed using PASW statistical software (V17.0.2, SPSS Inc, Chicago, Illinois, USA). An intention to treat analysis approach was used in comparing the effects of one shoe to the others. A last value carried forward strategy was used for missing data (due to withdrawals resulting from injury and/or forgoing wearing assigned footwear) in the cases where participant’s had reported a minimum of one follow-up outcome score.20 Participants who reported fewer than one follow-up data point were considered drop-outs and their data were omitted for the purpose of analysis. In certain circumstances omitting cases may be justified when the baseline values are not significantly different than overall group, the drop-outs occurred early in the study before a follow-up could be performed and imputation of the data may compromise the overall analysis.21

Calculating statistical power in this study was based on the primary outcome measure of participant-reported running-related pain. A 20% difference in the VAS pain scores across groups with musculoskeletal pain is considered to be clinically meaningful.22 It was estimated there will be a SD of 16.3 in the VAS scores based on previous research on a similar participant population.23 Accordingly, assuming an α of 5% and β error level of 10%, 40 participants were required within each footwear group.

Survival analysis was carried out using each injury as an event. Once a participant had registered an injury event they were excluded from further survival analysis. The Kaplan-Meier
model is then based on estimating conditional probabilities at each time point when an event occurs and taking the product limit of those probabilities to estimate the survival rate at each point in time. Post hoc analysis of survival data was performed with a log rank test for comparing the equality of survival distributions where all time points are weighted equally in this test.

A Shapiro-Wilks test of normality preceded a repeated measures analysis of variance (RMANOVA) that determined whether there was a significant main effect for footwear from baseline to 12 weeks for the FADI and VAS scores. A pairwise comparison across groups was then performed at the baseline and 12-week time points within the RMANOVA model. Based on their potential to influence injury rates in previous studies, the following variables were included in the model as covariates: age, body mass index, severity of prior history of running injury, Hallux ROM, ankle ROM, Q-angle and prior proportion of weekly time running on road surfaces.

Injury incidence will be calculated as the number of injury events divided by athletic exposures (each running session is an athletic exposure), and then normalised to represent the incidence rate per 1000 athletic exposures. The absolute risk reduction and relative risk for either the full or partial minimalist shoe will be determined by the equations below:

\[ ARR = P_{\text{inj}(\text{con})} - P_{\text{inj}(\text{min})} \]

\[ RR = \frac{P_{\text{inj}(\text{min})}}{P_{\text{inj}(\text{con})}} \]

where ARR is absolute risk reduction, RR relative risk, \( P_{\text{inj}(\text{min})} \) the injury rate as a per cent wearing either the partial or full minimalist shoe, \( P_{\text{inj}(\text{con})} \) injury rate as a per cent wearing the conventional neutral support running shoe.

The \( \alpha \) for all statistical tests performed in this study is set to 0.05.

RESULTS

One hundred and three participants were enrolled in this study from a total of 167 screened individuals. Participants were recruited largely from newspaper advertisements and word-of-mouth. One hundred and three individuals took part in the baseline assessment; however, four individuals dropped out prior to starting the programme and before wearing their assigned footwear (two thought it was too great a time commitment (one neutral, one partial minimalist), one had a cycling accident fracturing their pelvis (partial minimalist) and one had a running injury between baseline testing and starting to use their assigned footwear (neutral); figure 1). There were an additional eight participants lost to follow-up (one with knee injury from kick-boxing (partial minimalist), five unable to commit to programme (2× partial minimalist, 1× neutral, 2× full minimalist), one with ankle injury of unknown cause (partial minimalist) and one from ice-hockey injury (full minimalist)) subsequent to the baseline appointment whose data were included in the analysis.

Overall compliance to footwear usage was very good, ranging from 96% to 97% (no significant group effect). Compliance to the running programme averaged 66.6% of assigned workouts being completed (ranging from 59% to 75% across groups, with no significant group effect). Sixty-nine participants (70%) completed the 10K event at the conclusion of the programme with 31 runners posting a new personal best time (35% within NF), 24% within PMF and 31% within FMI groups (differences not-significant). There were no significant differences in any of our independent variables at baseline (see online supplementary table S2).

Overall there were 23 injury events recorded over the 12-week period resulting in an injury rate of 23.2% (see online supplementary table S3). There were more injuries in both minimalist groups than the neutral group contributing to a 160% and 310% RR of injury in the full minimalist and partial minimalist group, respectively. Kaplan-Meier analysis reported a significant difference in the number of injury events over time across footwear condition driven by the disproportionate number of injury events reported by runners in the partial minimalist group (figure 2). Based on injury event data, there is a higher likelihood of experiencing an injury with minimalist footwear, particularly with the partial minimalist condition.

Outcomes from the RMANOVA report no significant group effect for FADI scores (figure 3). For the VAS pain scales, comparison of the pain scores over the 12-week period report little difference (see online supplementary table S4). Only in VAS for shin/calf pain did participants wearing full minimalist footwear report significantly (p<0.01) greater pain than both other footwear groups (see online supplementary table S5).

DISCUSSION

This study is the first to longitudinally examine the epidemiological effects of two different models of minimalist footwear. The participants in this study were recreational habitual runners without previous experience running barefoot or with other minimalist footwear models preparing for a 10 km event. The overall injury rate of 23.2% is low compared with other similar exposure times to running in the literature that speculatively may be a function of the running programme or our selection criteria (ie, being injury-free for the preceding 6 months).24 25

On the basis of clinical data from this study our hypotheses were supported. The first hypothesis was supported with respect to minimalist footwear modifying injury risk. Injury event analysis showed there was a higher likelihood of experiencing an injury with minimalist footwear compared with a conventional neutral shoe model, with the partial minimalist condition having a particularly higher risk. The outcomes from the overall VAS for pain and FADI scores support our second hypothesis. Both minimalist shoes resulted in changes to reported pain and foot/ankle function at the shin/calf, knee, hip and lower back.

Compared with conventional neutral-supported shoes, wearing minimalist footwear appears to place the unfamiliar runner at an overall greater risk of experiencing an injury that stops running or experiencing running-related pain. This apparent injury risk was not equal across the minimalist conditions. Runners in the partial minimalist condition experienced three-times as many injury events as the neutral group, and five more injuries than the FMI group. Runners in the full minimalist condition reported greater shin and calf pain.

There is limited, and conflicting, experimental data on the biomechanical effects of wearing partial minimalist running footwear. Previously, it has been shown that use of a similar model of Nike Free (V5.0) for routine activities three times per week modify neuromotor activation and increase muscle cross-sectional area for the long and intrinsic toe flexor group.12 The therapeutic effect of the Nike Free V.5.0 for treating chronic plantar fasciopathy may have been a result of such neuromuscular changes.26 Specifically use of the Nike Free V5.0 could have resulted in an increase in foot flexor strength secondary to the greater flexibility of this shoe’s forefoot.27 In contrast, a recent biomechanical analysis of the same model of Nike Free used in...
the present study (V3.0) did not report any substantial difference in biomechanics between the Nike Free compared to otherwise conventional running footwear.\textsuperscript{28} Considering the effect of the Nike Free is thought to have a sizable effect on intrinsic foot motion and strength, we encourage future studies on this shoe (and other minimalist designs) to examine this footwear category’s effect on rearfoot–forefoot motion and dynamics. We speculate that the larger injury rate in the group wearing the Nike Free, in comparison to the group wearing the 5-Fingers, may indeed be a function of the partial reduction of the Nike Free’s sole. By only partially reducing midsole materials, the Nike Free might compromise the shock attenuation and stability.

Figure 1. Participant flow through screening, randomisation, training protocol and follow-up in this study. Participants are considered ‘drop-outs’ if they were enrolled and randomised but did not participate in the training programme or complete a follow-up assessment. Participants ‘lost to follow-up’ were included in the final analysis and had missing data only after completing a 2-week outcome assessment. Numbers lost to follow-up are indicated at their respective time point. FMF, full minimalist footwear; NF, neutral footwear; PMF, partial minimalist footwear.
properties of the full neutral shoe, yet maintain enough cushion to blunt the senosory-motor drive to modify gait possibly seen in runners wearing the 5-Fingers. Importantly, no study has longitudinally assessed the biomechanical and neuromuscular effects of persistent minimalist footwear use; therefore, it remains difficult to account mechanistically for the injury rates across footwear conditions seen in the present study.

It is noteworthy that runners in full minimalist footwear condition reported greater calf and shin pain throughout the 12-week period. This finding was not unexpected given the likelihood that some of the runners in the full minimalist footwear condition adopted a forefoot strike pattern that could have resulted in greater (and unaccustomed) loading of the Achilles tendon and triceps surae musculature secondary to a larger ankle dorsiflexion moment immediately following touchdown. The greater heel height in the partial minimalist footwear likely mitigated this loading on the shanks. Preliminary clinical evidence suggests that runners may experience an increased risk of stress fractures to the foot and injury to the plantar fascia after transitioning from conventional running footwear to a full minimalist footwear condition, yet there was no increase in foot pain reported in the participants in the full minimalist footwear group. It is advisable that an appropriate period of transition to a minimalist footwear category based on individualised criteria should be established for each runner. Currently, however, there is no consensus on how such a progression should be made.

Strengths and limitations
There are important limitations when interpreting outcomes from the present study. A diagnosis for the participants who did report injuries was not available and as a result there is some loss in the precision and accuracy of the injury data in this study. However, validated outcome measures for assessing pain, as well as ankle and foot disability were administered concurrent to the injury status for thorough reporting of a runner’s ‘clinical status’. The observation period in this study is relatively short at 12 weeks; the long-term clinical effects of habitual minimalist footwear use remain unknown. Participants were not blinded to their group allocation, a process that would be difficult to achieve in the context of studies on footwear minimalism. Additional data regarding concurrent sport participation was not recorded and may have influenced the outcomes. Strengths of this study are a random allocation of footwear condition (including the control or neutral footwear condition), similar training exposure, good participant study adherence and denominator-based reporting of injury incidence.

In conclusion, running in minimalist footwear appears to increase the likelihood of experiencing an injury and running-related pain in runners otherwise new to this footwear category while training for a 10 km event. Furthermore, it remains unknown to what extent, if any, a preparatory strengthening or conditioning programme would have at mitigating the injury risk associated with minimalist footwear. It is recommended that clinicians exercise caution when recommending minimalist footwear to runners without prior experience using this type of footwear.

What are the new findings?
- Both partial and full minimalist footwear designs resulted in a greater risk of injury compared with the neutral footwear group.
- The partial minimalist shoe resulted in a greater overall injury rate.
- Runners in the full minimalist shoe reported greater shin and calf pain than runners in both other footwear groups.
How might it impact clinical practice in the near future?

- It is recommended that clinicians use caution when prescribing the use of minimalist running shoe designs in light of the greater risk of injury and pain with their use.
- This study reports the effects of novel minimalist footwear usage for running; it remains unknown to what extent, if any, a preparatory strengthening or conditioning programme would have at mitigating the injury risk associated with minimalist footwear.
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